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AcharyaPrafulla Chandra Ray was one of
the modest contributors to Bengal’s social and
socio-educational paradigm shift in the 19th

century. In India’s history, the 19th century was
a time when the country was controlled by
Britishers. During this time, some path-break-
ing philosophers, artists, writers, scientists, and
mathematicians arrived, contributed, and
strengthened Indian education’s history.
AcharyaPrafulla Chandra Ray was one among
those eminent personalities.

AcharyaPrafulla Chandra Ray made tre-
mendous contribution towards the education
system and structure through his researches,
various activities, establishment of educational
institutes and many more. He lived all his life
for education and made significant contribution
for socio educational enrichment of the then
Bengal province.

AcharyaPrafulla Chandra Ray was con-
cerned with the problems of scientific educa-
tion at that time and tried to develop the scien-
tific attitude among the people of the then Ben-
gal. He also contributed economically for the
social reconstruction process and achievements
of education. During the mid of 19th century,
the British India was very much influenced by
Swadeshi movement and AcharyaPrafulla
Chandra Ray was happened to be one of them
who had deep sense of love for the rich heri-
tage of the motherland. He was very much con-
cerned and contributed for the mother India
which can also be treated as his tribute to the
then Bengal.

Introduction :
Theodore Roosevelt once said that the more

you know about the past, the more prepared
you are for the future. It is evident from this
saying that if the past is unknown, the future
will be uncertain. As a result, in order to im-
prove a society, its prior history must be con-
sidered. Many smart and motivated individuals
have remained hidden throughout the history
of Indian education. Despite their tireless ef-
forts and significant contributions to Indian edu-
cation, they are still overlooked. Along with this,
understanding of ancient India began to dete-
riorate over time. The 19th century was a pe-
riod in India’s history when it was ruled by
Britishers. During this time, some ground-break-
ing philosophers, artists, writers, scientists, and
mathematicians came, contributed, and thereby
enhanced and exalted history of Indian educa-
tion. AcharyaPrafulla Chandra Ray was one of
these illustrious veterans who not only made
significant contributions to scientific research but
also to the realm of teaching. He was one of
those individuals who quietly contributed to the
social and socio-educational paradigm shift in
nineteenth-century Bengal. The contributions of
AcharyaPrafulla Chandra Ray were not just lim-
ited to the undivided Bengal precedency at that
time, but a huge impact now as well.

AcharyaPrafulla Chandra Ray was born on
August 2, 1861, in the Bangladeshi village of
RaruliKatipara, which is now part of the
Jessore district. Harish Chandra Ray-
chowdhury, a KayasthaJamindar, and
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Bhubanmohini Devi were the parents of
AcharyaPrafulla Chandra Ray. AcharyaPrafulla
Chandra Ray devoted his entire life to the ad-
vancement of science for the benefit of
humanity.AcharyaPrafulla Chandra Ray ‘a pio-
neer in education, research in chemical in-
dustries in India and as a dedicated worker
for the emancipation of the country and as
a man with dynamic sympathy for the poor
and the downtrodden.’, wrote Rabindranath
Tagore, a contemporary of his time.

Views onEducation and Education system

Acharya Prafulla Chandra Ray rejected the
offer of principal shipat Rajshahi college in 1987
and started res earching on ancient Indian
Chemistry Majumdar, S.K. (2011). Princip al
ship means the administrative duties, where as
conducting research means to prefer academia.
Acharya Prafulla Chandra Ray started his re-
search on ancient Indian chemistry which is re-
flected in one of his great booksThe History
of Hinduchemistry, published in 1902 and it
is full of rational thoughts, scientific analysis and
indigenous ideas having itsstable base on an-
cient Indian knowledge base. Therefore,
theabove observations reveal that Acharya
Prafulla Chandra Ray have had an acumen to-
wards academia over the administration. This
emphasizes his dedication for teaching and cre-
ation of knowledge. Teacher would be success-
ful if he can serve the society by giving bright
scholars who will again bring the chain forward
and helps in expansion.

Acharya Prafulla Chandra Ray was born in
a family which was quiet progressive at their
contemporary time. Acharya had seven siblings
among whom four brothers and two sisters. His
brothers Jnanendra Chandra, Nalinikanta,

Purna Chandra and Buddhadev and sisters
were Idumati and Belamati. Buddhadevand
Belamatidiedat very early ages. Acharya
Prafulla Chandra Ray’s great Grand father,
Maniklal, wasa Dewan under the British East
India company. His grand father, AnandLal,
was a very progressive man andhe sent his son
and AcharyaPrafulla Chandra Ray’s father
Harish chandra to the Krishnanagar government
college. Harishchandra took initiative to de-
velop English educationand women’s educa-
tion in his time at the then Bengal. Heestablished
middle school for boys and girls and
senthissister and wife at the girls’ school.
Wikimedia Foundation. (2021).

Thus, it is seen that AcharyaPrafulla Chandra
Ray’s family traditionally co ntributed in the field
of education at their contemporary periods in
the then Bengal. This tradition inherited into
Acharya Prafulla Chandra Ray and he also es-
tablished an institution named Raruli Katipara
Baka Kharsha (RKBK) Institute along with
his brother Nalinikanta in 1989 at Rarulivillage.
They wanted to make it an English education
school and named it as Harishchandra Insti-
tute. In 1922 the school was shifted in another
place.

A paper named ‘Problems of Scientific Edu-
cation in India’ by Acharya Prafulla Chandra
Ray was published in 1899. In this particular
paper AcharyaPrafulla Chandra Ray tried to
findout what are the reasons behind the poor
quality of the scientific education in our nation.
As scientific education isone of the aspects of
national development this particular paper ex-
plains Acharya’s Concern about the then edu-
cational issues in India. This also explains that
he tried to make the quality of scientific educa-
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tion better by finding out the root cause of di-
minish ededucational quality. So, this was
Acharya Prafulla Chandra Ray’s approach to
expand more and morescientificeducation in
thecontemporary society.

Acharya Prafulla Chandra Ray was elected
president of national education council in 1907.
This council was establishedin1906 and its vi-
sion was to promote science and technology
as part of a swadeshi industrialization move-
ment. The members of this council were s
trongly associated with the Nationalist move-
ment. The British government tried to spread
western philosophical thoughts mostly among
the elites in India. Thisnational education coun-
cil established the Bengal National College and
Bengal Technical Institute which later marched
and formed Jadavp uruniversity. In this way
Acharya Prafulla Chandra became an active
participant of the council as well as an eminent
personality of the nationalist  movement.
Wikimedia Foundation. (2021,July19)

In 1912 Acharya Prafulla Chandra Ray ap-
pealed to the British government for establish-
ing a greater number of higher education
institutionsin India. At that time the British India
had lesser number ofhigher education institu-
tions which was noticed by Acharya.Increasing
the number of higher education institutions
wouldincorporate a greater number of students
which means the expansion of education mostly
in the field of higher education.This particular
initiative of Acharya Prafulla Chandra Ray ex-
panded the scope of higher learning for the
young generation of the then undivided Bengal.
Thus,Acharya Prafulla Chandra Ray contrib-
uted towards the education during his time.
Majumdar, S. K. (2011).

Acharya Prafulla Chandra Ray’s initiative of
formation of maidan club extended a grand sco
pe of the youths for enhancing their physical
strengths though games and sports.It is an old
saying that a sound body helps develop asound
mind and a sound mind is a prerequisite for in-
depth involvement in study and enhancing in-
telligentsia. Acharya Prafulla Chandra Ray’s ini-
tiative of establishing Maidan Club thus surely
add asignificant contribution for socio educa-
tional enrichment of the then Bengal. Infact, that
particular place is today’s Maidan where num-
ber of club houses are established in course of
time and a culture of sports and game written
in the fast life of the presentday. Majumdar,
S.K..(2011).

Acharya Prafulla Chandra Ray was desig-
nated as ‘Master of Nitrites’ by Prof. Armstong,
who was a British chemist of Acharya’s con-
temporary time, in the year 1914-1915.
Acharya Prafulla Chandra Ray pursued his re-
search in inorganic chemistry and discovered
Mercurous Nitrite. He also studied different
sulphur containing organic compounds. The
designation implies that Acharya Prafulla
Chandra Ray was tremendously d edicated in
his research which again emphasises his efforts
in knowledge creation for the well being of the
pupil as well as for the society. Chakravorty,
A.(2014).

After retirement Acharya Prafulla Chandra
Ray joined Calcutta University as a Palit Pro-
fessor at the request of SirAshutosh Mukherjee
the then Vice-chancellor of Calcutta Univer-
sity. This incident highlights that Acharya loved
teaching and always wanted to be remained as
a teacher, which is also evident from his life it-
self that through out his life he was always sur-
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rounded by his students and dedicated his en-
tire life for teaching. This is tremendously a great
contribution of a teacher towards the field of
education. Dutta, A. K. (2013, November).
Majumdar, S.K. (2011).

Acharya gave presidential address at the first
conference of Rural Welfare Association and
also at All Bengal College and University Teach-
ers’ Association in 1926. Majumdar, S. K.
(2011). This implies that Acharya Prafulla
Chandra Ray was engaged with this kind of
social activities to make the people aware .Ru-
ral Welfare Association simply denotes the
organisation which was formed for the welfare
of the rural areas. It revealsthat though Acharya
Prafulla Chandra Ray was enlightened with
British educationsystem, he was quite aware
about the ill conditions the then Bengal. This
awareness of his on one hand emphasises his
love for his motherland, on the other hand it
explains his concern for the development of the
scientific attitude in the then society and also
his efforts to inculcate education among com-
mon people.

In 1927 when the Bengal was undivided the
then Governor of  Bengal Province contributed
Rs. 1000 in education. Before that Acharya
Prafulla Chandra Ray alone contributed
Rs.1000 for Education. Majumder ,R.C .(Ed.)
(1943). The Governor of undivided Bengal
Province Sir Stanley Jackson (Past governors
1912-till date) contributed a huge sum of
Rs.1000 (one thousand) towards the develop-
ment of system of education. It is intuitive to
note that Acharya Prafulla Chandra Ray, him-
self out of his own savings contributed the similar
amount of money for the same cause.

The remuneration of the then professors were
not very high though it was evident that before
the governor of that time of Bengal could felt
the need of money in the field of education,
AcharyaPrafulla Chandra Ray felt that need
and he himself contributed the equal amount of
money for education. So, this was how
AcharyaPrafulla Chandra Ray thought to ex-
pand the education system.

Though Acharya Prafulla Chandra Ray him-
self was educated in British education system
he understood the needof mother tongue in
teaching learning process. This idea wasalso
observed by Tagore as he said it that mother
tongue ineducation is as important as mother’s
milk to a growing child. Both these contempo-
rary eminent personalities felt the sameneed in
education. In 1928  Acharya Prafulla Chandra
Ray discussed the limitations of Secondary
Education and appealed for propagating edu-
cation in mother-tongue . Majumdar,
S.K.(2011) This step of Acharya Prafulla
Chandra Ray reveals that his focus was to ex-
pand education. Educating people in their
mother tongue will reach vast number of stu-
dents. Here remains one dichotomy that
Acharya Prafulla Chandra Ray felt that educa-
tion should be given in mother tongue but at the
same time here a lized the import ance of En-
glish education as evident from the establish-
ment of RKBK institution. YouTube.(2019).

Again, he attended education conference in
1935. This time it was held in Wardha. So, at-
taining the education conference means to reach
to a greater number of people which brings the
awareness among various people about differ-
ent educational concerns and going to different
places also enhances the possibility of influence
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and incorporate large number of people in this
process.

In 1940 the Bengal Secondary Education
Bill was introduced in the legislative assembly
during the period of provincial autonomy. This
education bill was full of problems relating to
the communalism in the then Bengal. Commu-
nalism was deeply rooted in the realm of cul-
tural identity and autonomous reality which
needed to be considered particularly in dealing
the issues of education. Poromesh Acharya.
(1989).

Acharya Prafulla Chandra Ray oppose this
ill secondary education bill which reflects his
concern for thesystemof education in
thethenBengal.

Views on Science and Scientific attitude
development :

The nature club was started in 1890 by
AcharyaPrafulla Chandra Ray. He also joined
the Brahmosamajworking group at this time.
During the Bengal Renaissance, Brahmosamaj
was founded. This was Brahmanism’s socio-
logical component. This ISM was a supporter
of the Hindu religion’s manosthetic reformer
movement. Through Brahmosamaj, a societal
reformation was noticed in this way. This
Brahmosamaj was founded by Acharya
Prafulla Chandra Ray, who was engaged in
societal reform and believed that change was
unavoidable. Wikimedia Foundation (2021).
As a result of this incident, he became a fore-
runner of the Bengal Renaissance. Acharya
Prafulla Chandra Ray was a modest man who
lived in a basic way. He used to dress in
dhutiPunjabi and impersonate a Bengali
bhadralok. This was AcharyaPrafulla Chandra

Ray’s attitude toward life as a leader in society
and as a teacher. B. Zachariah (2006).

He started the process of establishing Ben-
gal Chemical and pharmaceutical companies in
1892. In order to market indigenous herbal
items, he performed research here. This com-
pany was formed by Acharya to encourage
intrapreneurship among Bengali youths and to
provide job opportunities outside of the colo-
nial British administration. Bengal Chemical and
Pharmaceutical Works Limited was founded in
1901 and later renamed. Industrial chemicals,
medications such as antibiotics pills and cap-
sules, and several household items were pro-
duced here. In this way, it made a significant
contribution to the advancement of society.
(Wikimedia Foundation) (2021).

In 1987, AcharyaPrafulla Chandra Ray
turned down a principalship offer at Rajshahi
College and began investigating ancient Indian
chemistry. As previously said, AcharyaPrafulla
Chandra Ray excelled in academia rather than
management. Research aids in the advancement
of knowledge, as well as the advancement of
education and society. As a result, Acharya
Prafulla Chandra Ray made a contribution to
the extension of education and the development
of scientific attitudes in the community at the
time. Majumdar,S.K.(2011).

In 1899, AcharyaPrafulla Chandra Ray pub-
lished a paper titled ‘Problems of Scientific
Education in India’ in which he attempted to
discover the causes behind the poor quality of
scientific education in our country. Because
scientific education is an important facet of na-
tional development, this paper reveals
Acharya’s concerns regarding India’s educa-
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tional problems at the time. This also explains
why he sought to improve the quality of sci-
ence education by determining the core reason
of poor educational outcomes. Quality refers
to a set of criteria that improves a person’s
knowledge, skill, and attitude. As a result,
AcharyaPrafulla Chandra Ray contributed to
the formation of a scientific mindset among the
people of Bengal at the time.

In 1911, he created the Maidan Club, which
included Girish Chandra Basu, Satyendranath
Basu, Deva Prasad Ghosh, and Pani Krishna
Acharya. This can be considered a social ap-
proach to the development of the society at the
time. Majumdar,S.K(2011).

Inorganic chemistry was the focus of
AcharyaPrafulla Chandra Ray’s research, and
he discovered Mercurous Nitrite. Prof.
Armstong designated him as a ‘Master of Ni-
trites’ in the years 1914-1915. His commitment
to study and knowledge development exem-
plifies his role in fostering a scientific mindset in
society. Chakravorty, A. (2014).

At the Indian Social Reform Committee’s
session in 1917, AcharyaPrafulla Chandra Ray
spoke out against untouchability. Employees at
Bengal chemicals formed a cooperative, which
he founded. Untouchability is a social affliction.
Acharya spoke out against this mindset, imply-
ing that he was a humanist. He attempted to rid
society of superstition and prejudice. As a re-
sult, this was undoubtedly his endeavour to in-
stil a scientific mindset in the common people.
Guha, R. (2018, September 4).

In 1926, Acharya made the presidential
address at the first Rural Welfare Association
meeting, as well as the All-Bengal College and

University Teachers’ Association. This indicates
that AcharyaPrafulla Chandra Ray was involved
in social initiatives to raise awareness. This ex-
plains his concern about the evolution of scien-
tific attitudes in the culture at the time.
Majumdar,S.K. .(2011).

Acharya later attended the All-India Edu-
cation Conference in Benaras in 1927. He de-
livered the presidential address at the Dhaka
division cooperative conference this year. He
also sent money to the Jessore-based Jenana
Society for Women’s Education. Prafulla
Chandra Ray delivered the keynote presenta-
tion at the Indian Life Insurance Conference in
Lahore in 1934. In the same year, he estab-
lished the Bengal Salt Corporation. In this year,
he decided to become the first president of the
Indian Science News Association in Calcutta.
These efforts of AcharyaPrafulla Chandra Ray
show that he was particularly concerned with
instilling a scientific mindset in the general pub-
lic.

Views on Social Reconstruction  :
With the establishment of Bengal Chemicals

and Pharmaceutical Works Limited in 1901,
AcharyaPrafulla Chandra Ray pondered about
the social rebuilding process for the youngsters
and how to empower them financially. He also
wakes indigenous education in the production
of various items. This stresses his significance
to the social reconstruction effort in contem-
porary times, as well as in the present, as Ben-
gal chemicals and pharmaceuticals are still very
important now. Wikimedia Foundation.
(2021, June 6).

In 1921, AcharyaPrafulla Chandra Ray an-
nounced that he would donate his savings to
the Calcutta University Department of Chem-
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istry. He also provided a monthly scholarship
of Rs. 200. He was chosen president of the
Bengal cooperative organisation and president
of the first conference of the All-Bengal Teach-
ers’ Association at this time. He also established
a famine assistance group in Khulna. This was
a direct monetary donation to education im-
provement. He also recognised that the situa-
tion of women in the country was dire, as evi-
denced by his creation of a relief committee for
the Khulna famine. Majumdar,S.K.(2011).

In 1922, Acharya devoted himself to flood
relief in North Bengal. He contributed finan-
cially to the ‘Charkha Movement.’ He con-
tributed Rs. 10,000 to the University of
Calcutta to establish the Nagarjuna Prize. In
the year 1924, Prafulla Chandra Ray became
the founder and president of the Indian Chemi-
cal Society, and he provided rupees 10,000 to
the society’s headquarters. Majumdar, S.K.
(2011).AcharyaPrafulla Chandra Ray: a Sci-
entist, Teacher, Author, and Patriotic Entrepre-
neur. The above-mentioned donations made by
AcharyaPrafulla Chandra Ray clearly show his
financial contribution to the welfare of the soci-
ety at the time.

When Bengal was undivided in 1927, the
then-Governor of Bengal Province made a con-
tribution of Rs. 1000 to education. Previously,
AcharyaPrafulla Chandra Ray contributed Rs.
1000 for education on his own. As previously
said, the salary of professors at the time was
not particularly high. However, AcharyaPrafulla
Chandra Ray saw the need and provided the
same amount of money for education as the
Governor of the Bengal Province at the time.
This was AcharyaPrafulla Chandra Ray’s finan-
cial gift to education. It is critical to emphasise

that education contributes to societal progress.
As a result, education is required for societal
rebuilding. In this way, he contributed financially
to social reconstruction and the attainment of
education in the community at the time.

In 1931, he established the Bengal Flood
Relief Committee for north and east Bengal.
The principal repercussions of a flood are that
it impacts the entire human race in a variety of
ways, including loss of life, destruction of build-
ings and structures, and disruption of sewer-
age systems. As a result, in order to safeguard
humanity from such natural disasters, Acharya
saw the necessity for a committee, which dem-
onstrates his concern for society restoration.
In this year, he was also chosen president of
the BangiyaSahityaParisad. Bangiya Sahitya
Parisad was established not only to study
Bengali language and literature, but also to in-
stil Bengali culture in the people so that it can
be passed down to future generations. This
Parisad included luminaries such as
Rabindranath Tagore, NabinchandraSen,
Jagadishchandra Bose, Nirmal Kumar Bose,
Suniti Kumar Chattopadhyay, Rakhaldas
Bandyopadhyay, and HaraprasadShastri. As a
result, AcharyaPrafulla Chandra Ray’s thoughts
on societal reconstruction were well known.
(BesteducationportalinWestBENGAL,INDIA.)

He attended a symposium on the blossom-
ing of industry in India in 1932. Financial free-
dom is critical for those living in British Colo-
nial India, according to Acharya. He intended
to teach Bengali people about business, and
this talk on the rise of industry in India exempli-
fies his efforts. Majumdar, S.K. (2011).

Views on Swadeshi :
In 1885, AcharyaPrafulla Chandra Ray en-
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tered an essay contest, and the topic of his the-
sis was India: Before and After the Mutiny.
While anti-colonial battles dominated twenti-
eth-century world history, the Indian Freedom
Movement’s greatest strength was its unrivalled
reservoir of intellectual rigour and unflinching
dedication to nation-building on the basis of
equality. With his unwavering commitment to
freedom and equality, AcharyaPrafulla Chandra
Ray was an intellectual giant whose innovative
ideas, as well as scholarship of ancient Indian
traditions and present events, helped to lay the
foundations of modern India. The essay India:
Before and After the Mutiny, written by
AcharyaPrafulla Chandra Ray as an under-
graduate student for a competition at Edinburgh
University in 1885, demonstrates this mental
prowess.  On the 50 th anniversary of
AcharyaPrafulla Chandra Ray’s death, the
Rammohan Library & Free Reading Room re-
leased this essay in 1994.Ray, PRAFULLA
CHANDRA (2012).

Acharya launched the company to encour-
age entrepreneurship among Bengal’s youth and
to provide alternatives to the colonial British
government’s job options. Bengal Chemical
and Pharmaceutical Works Limited was
founded in 1901 and later renamed. Industrial
chemicals, medications such as antibiotics pills
and capsules, and several household items were
produced here. In this way, it made a signifi-
cant contribution to the advancement of soci-
ety. Wikimedia Foundation. (2021, June 6).

Although AcharyaPrafulla Chandra Ray was
born and raised in British colonial India, he had
a deep love for his motherland and resisted the
British administration in a variety of ways. A
state-wide call for boycotting British items and

using and creating indigenous products was a
major concern during the Swadeshi movement.
Bengal Chemicals and Pharmaceuticals played
an important role at this period. Acharya in-
vented many indigenous procedures for pro-
ducing everyday essentials like as talcum pow-
der, toothpaste, carbolic acid, and soap. This
enterprise became well-known not just in Ben-
gal, but also in other parts of the country, as
evidenced by the opening of branches in
Panihati in 1920, Mumbai in 1938, and Kanpur
in 1949.

The president of the National Education
Council, AcharyaPrafulla Chandra Ray, was
chosen in 1907. The goal of this council, which
was founded in 1906, was to promote science
and technology as part of a Swadeshi
industrialisation drive. This council’s members
were heavily involved in the Nationalist move-
ment. The British government attempted to
propagate western philosophical ideas prima-
rily among India’s aristocracy. The Bengal Na-
tional College and Bengal Technical Institute
were founded by this national education coun-
cil, which eventually marched to become
Jadavpur University. As a result, AcharyaPrafulla
Chandra Ray became an active member of the
council and a prominent figure in the nationalist
movement. (National Council of education).

In 1913, he complained to the Royal Com-
mission about the divisions in Indian
educationMajumdar,S.K. (2011).In 1913, he
complained to the Royal Commission about the
divisions in Indian education. Prejudice, class
superiority, radical attitude, and other psyche-
related issues may arise as a result of dividing
schooling. This could be a contributing factor
in the demise of India’s civic society and edu-
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cational system. Because of the divisions within
the educational system, the task of transmitting
information in society has become a futile
endeavour.As a devotee of knowledge,
AcharyaPrafulla Chandra’s protest tried to save
the nation’s educational system and the youth-
ful mind.

In 1919, he gave a speech opposing the
Rowlatt Act. The British government passed
the Rawlatt Law to bolster a pillar of their co-
lonial control that allowed them to arrest an in-
nocent person for no reason. (Encyclopædia
Britannica, inc.(n.d.).Rowlattacts).This was
a law that harmed the people of British Colo-
nial India. The Rowlatt Act was denounced by
AcharyaPrafulla Chandra Ray in 1919. A dis-
course like this would incite the youth of the
period to protest.

In 1922, Acharya aided the Charkha
movement by encouraging it and providing fi-
nancial support. In 1923, he delivered the key-
note presentation at the Kokonad Handloom
Khadi Exhibition. Both Charkha and Khadi
are indigenous Indian industrial products that
symbolise nationalism in the context of India’s
ancient industrial growth. During the non-co-
operative movement, Indians chose to boycott
British-made products and form Atmanirbhar
with their own. (Themagicofkhadi.)Support
for Swadeshi endeavours shows that Acharya
was heavily affected by Swadeshi and was ac-
tively involved in it.Majumdar, S.K..(2011).

In 1926, Acharyaprafulla Chandra Ray de-
livered the presidential address at the first con-
ference of the Rural Welfare Association, as
well as at the All-Bengal College and Univer-
sity Teachers’ Association. Majumdar, S.K..
(2011). This indicates that Acharya Prafulla

Chandra Ray was involved in such social ac-
tivities in order to make people aware of their
current circumstances. He was well aware of
the deteriorating conditions in Bengal at the time,
and his love for his motherland compelled him
to inform others.

At 1931, he opened the All-India khadi
exhibition in Tiruchirapalli. The key emphasis
placed on using hand-woven cloth, khadi items
were created inside the country as a strategy
to attain swaraj during the Non-Cooperation
Movement, even before and after the move-
ment. This was at the heart of the Swadeshi
programme, which entailed first creating, then
using, and last distributing goods throughout
India .Kundu, M. (2012)

‘Science can afford to wait, but Swaraj can-
not,’ stated AcharyaPrafulla Chandra Ray dur-
ing the Non-Cooperation movement in 1924.
As a result, his name was recorded as “Revo-
lutionary in thegarbofascientist” by the Brit-
ish authorities. Chakraborty, A. (2020, April
19.)

AcharyaPrafulla Chandra Ray took an ac-
tive role in the movement to enable harijans to
enter Hindu temples in Midnapur in 1933. He
also addressed a telegram to British Prime Min-
ister David Cameron, requesting the release of
all political prisoners. This action by Acharya
Prafulla Chandra Ray demonstrates his partici-
pation in the SwadeshiMovement Guha,
R.(2018, September4).The Harijan phrase
was coined in 1930 to describe persons who
were regarded ‘untouchable.’ They were not
considered ‘holy’ enough to enter the Midnapur
shrine. This form of superstition is extremely
detrimental to societal advancement as well as
communal harmony.
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Conclusion :
It may be stated that AcharyaPrafulla

Chandra Ray was a well-known figure in the
society at the time. One of them was Acharya
Prafulla Chandra Ray, who contributed to the
expansion of activities pertaining to the promo-
tion of knowledge, information with action, and
its history to the countrymen, resulting in a strong
sense of love for the motherland’s rich heritage.
This shows AcharyaPrafulla Chandra Ray’s
strong love and concern for India, and can also
be considered a tribute to Bengal during the
time.

During his tenure in rural Bengal, Acharya
Prafulla Chandra Ray contributed to the ex-
tension of education and the development of

scientific attitudes in the society. He also made
financial contributions to social reconstruction
and education in both the then and now societ-
ies, and he contributed through his ‘Swadeshi’
in the former.

As a result , the many life events of
AcharyaPrafulla Chandra Ray, the Father of
Indian Chemistry, as well as his educational and
societal achievements in modern times, have
been investigated.
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